Long-range correlations in the air quality index (AQI) are analysed using rescaled range analysis (R/S), detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) and power spectral density analysis. Air quality index in five cities of India is considered for this purpose. Statistical transformations such as differencing and shuffling have been carried out to examine the effect of temporal correlations on long-range correlation property of the time series. All three methods indicated the presence of persistence in original AQI time series. After differencing, long-range correlation property is, however, observed to be distorted. R/S analysis did not show the similar results as DFA and power spectral density analysis. Shuffled time series is shown to possess persistence as in the original one by using R/S analysis, whereas other two methods showed random behaviour at most of the locations. This suggests that the persistence property is largely influenced by short-range correlations in the AQI time series. The incorporation of this information can enhance the performance of the models to forecast the air quality. The similarity in the results of DFA and power spectral density analysis suggests that both methods can be relied more than R/S analysis in studying the persistence property of the time series.
INTRODUCTION
Long-range correlation or temporal persistence in air pollutant concentrations has been observed in several studies. A detailed literature review is provided in Chelani (2016) . A persistent time series is governed by the patterns which have correlation with the past patterns. Short-range correlations in time series suggest that the temporal correlations among its data decrease exponentially. Long-range correlations imply the temporal correlations decrease slowly and usually follow power-law distribution (Chelani, 2016) . For long-memory processes, correlation analysis based traditional methods such as autocorrelation function are not useful. For the process that is not independent, Mandelbrot has provided fractional Brownian motion to model it as persistent or anti-persistent (Kim et al., 2014) . Hurst exponent that represents the correlation properties of the time series based on its scaling behaviour is more useful for long-range correlated time series (Hurst, 1951) . Hurst effect has been modelled by Mandelbrot (1968) as fractional Brownian motion (fBm) with associated properties as persistent, anti-persistent and random. The existence of persistence or long-range correlations in time series is helpful in making further projections as the measurements rely on the correlations with historical observations (Varotsos et al., 2005; Chelani, 2009) . Linear or nonlinear models can be developed and used to obtain forecasts based on the temporal correlations with past observations. The persistence in the air pollutant concentrations observed over time may either be governed by external influence or internal dynamics (Hu et al., 2001) . The temporal correlations may generally be due to the presence of background concentrations and intrinsic evolution of the system. Periodic or seasonal influence in addition to the presence of trend, which is external in nature, may also govern the persistence property. Trend component is usually associated with shortrange temporal correlations and may influence the persistence property characterised by Hurst exponent. Recognizing and filtering out short-term correlations associated with trend and/or seasonal component is important to correctly quantify the Hurst exponent.
With the well-established persistent behaviour of air pollutant concentrations time series, this study is an attempt to identify the possible reasons for persistence. For this, two data transformation methods are used. First order differencing is used to nullify the effect of first order linear temporal correlations and shuffling is used to remove the effect of temporal correlations. Analysis is carried out on air pollutant concentration time series observed at various locations in India using three methods, detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA), rescaled-range (R/S) analysis and power spectral density analysis.
STUDY AREA AND DATA USED
Various state and national agencies monitor air pollution data over several locations in India. Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) and State Pollution Control Boards are the main sponsors for regulatory monitoring of parameters such as particulate matter of size less than 10 micron (PM 10 ), nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ) and sulphur dioxide (SO 2 ). The measurements are with a frequency of twice a week and hence 104 measurements in a year at a particular location. PM 10 , SO 2 and NO 2 data observed in Nagpur, Amravati, Chandrapur, Delhi and Mumbai during 2012-2014 are used to study the persistence characteristics. The location of the cities is given in Fig. 1 . Delhi and Mumbai are metro cities with huge vehicular pollution and other anthropogenic emissions. Nagpur is a major development urban area where recently lots of infrastructural development activities have taken place. Amravati is rural cum urban area where few industries are located. Chandrapur has a major super thermal power plant of around 2000 MW. In each city two sites with different land-use activities are considered. Ngp1, chp1 and del1 are mainly residential locations, whereas ngp2, chp2 and del2 are industrial sites. Amra1, amra2, mum1 and mum2 are urban sites with residential and commercial activities. The data is available online at the respective websites of the agencies. The data for Delhi is obtained from www.cpcb.nic.in and for other locations the data is obtained from www.mpcb.gov.in. Instead of carrying out the analysis on individual time series of each parameter, air quality index is computed. Recently CPCB has developed air quality index based on health indices which can be a combination of eight parameters. The subindices are computed for each parameter and the worst of them represent the AQI. The minimum number of parameters to be used are at least 3. The index is computed using PM 10 , SO 2 and NO 2 . The index has various categories which are health break points as given in Table 1 . The details of the index are given in http://www.cpcb.nic.in/AQI_new.php.
RESCALED-RANGE ANALYSIS
Hurst exponent (H) is computed by using rescaled range analysis of the time series. For this the following set of equations based on Hurst (1951) are used;
where y is the mean of the time series y(i), τ is the time lag and k is the discrete time, R is the difference of maximum and minimum of the cumulative sum of deviations of time series from its mean, S is the standard deviation. The ratio R/S is used to describe the scaling properties of the time series. Hurst (1951) has shown that if a series of random variables has finite standard deviation and are independent, then R/S statistic increases in proportion to τ H for large values of τ. Hence
Hurst exponent, H is the slope of R/S against time lag τ on log-log scale. 0.5 < H < 1.0 for the time series implies persistence, 0 < H < 0.5 implies anti-persistence, whereas large H > 0.5 indicates strong persistence. H = 0.5 indicates random time series i.e., the time series is independent and uncorrelated.
DETRENDED FLUCTUATION ANALYSIS
The presence of long-range correlations or persistence in Severe Respiratory effects even on healthy people the time series can also be detected by using detrended fluctuation analysis (Peng et al., 1994) . The total length of the time series y(i), i = 1, 2, …, k is first integrated as;
where y(i) is the time series with mean y of all the samples, τ is the time lag, k = 1, 2, …, N and N is the length of the time series. New time series z(k) is divided into segments of equal length n and the least-squares line is fitted to the data in each segment. The y-coordinate of the straight-line segments is denoted by Z n (k), which is used to detrend the time series
The root mean square fluctuation of integrated and detrended time series is calculated as;
A linear relationship of average fluctuation F(n) and segment size n on a log-log graph indicates the presence of scaling, i.e., F(n)-n α , where α is the scaling exponent, can be obtained as a slope of the line for all the segment sizes. The scaling exponent gives an indication of the nature of the time series. For 0 < α < 0.5, it indicates the presence of power-law anti-correlations in the time series, 0.5 < α < 1 suggests the persistence property. If α = 0.5, time series corresponds to white noise.
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY ANALYSIS
The spectral analysis can be carried out by using fast Fourier transform of the time series. Power spectral density h(f), where f is the frequency, is measured as given below;
where ρ(τ) is the auto-covariance function of the time series at different lags τ. The spectral coefficient β can be obtained as slope of the fitted straight line (Bigger et al., 1996) . A process can be defined as long-range persistent if h(f) scales asymptotically as a power law as h(f)~1/f (Bigger et al., 1996; Hu et al., 2001) . The slope of β, H and α has the following relationship (Hu et al., 2001) ;
Like DFA and R/S analysis, β gives an indication of the behaviour of the time series. For any time series, β ranges between 0 and 2. If β = 2, time series is white noise and if β = 1, time series is pink noise, whereas long-range correlations are present in the time series if 0 < β < 1 (Sprott and Rowlands, 1995) .
STATISTICAL TRANSFORMATION OF DATA
In order to ascertain the origin of persistence in AQI time series at various locations, further statistical transformations are carried out to assess the impact of these changes in the time series. Two approaches based on differencing and shuffling of the time series are considered for this purpose. For differencing, the first order temporal correlations are removed by using y t = x t+1 -x t , where x t is the AQI time series with t = 1---n and y t is the differenced time series. Differencing can help stabilize the mean of the time series by removing the changes in the level and thus eliminate trend and seasonality. Shuffling of time series is also suggested as one of the methods to filter out temporal correlations (Shi et al., 2015) . The procedure however preserves the distribution of the data. It is carried out by generating the time series of random numbers with length n equivalent to the length of AQI time series. The original AQI time series is then shuffled with respect to the random number time series by arranging the values in the corresponding order of random numbers.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Air quality index observed during 2012-2014 at the study locations is given in Fig. 2 . It can be observed that the AQI time series in Nagpur, Amravati and Chandrapur is lower than 200. The frequency distribution of the AQI categories for different locations is given in Table 2 . It can be seen that in all the above three cities, AQI falls dominantly in Satisfactory and Moderately Polluted category. At Delhi, the most predominant category is Moderately Polluted and Poor. As AQI is computed by using the sub-indices of each pollutant and the worst represent AQI, it is observed that AQI is mainly dominated by PM 10 .
DFA and R/S analysis is then carried out on AQI time series over different locations. Fig. 3 shows logx (i.e., logarithm of τ) vs. logy (i.e., logarithm of of R/S) of R/S analysis for two sites in five cities. Fig. 4 shows logn vs. log F(n) for DFA. Hurst exponent, H is obtained as the slope of the straight line fitted to the plot of logx vs. logy and scaling exponent, α is obtained as the slope of straight line fitted to the plot of logn vs. logF(n). For all the locations, H and α > 0.75 is observed indicating strong persistence in AQI time series. Further, the nature of area does not influence the value of Hurst or scaling exponent using both methods. Scaling exponent β of power spectral density analysis is also computed as slope of power spectral density vs. frequency. It can be observed from Fig. 5 that the spectral density decreases with frequency. The slope β suggests the persistent behaviour in AQI time series for all the locations. Maraun et al. (2004) and Varotsos and Efstathiou (2015) argued that power-law scaling may not be assumed a priori but needs to be established and proposed estimating the local slopes from DFA. The local slopes computed over an optimal moving window then need to be evaluated for constancy of scaling exponent. Further details on the choice of window size are given in Maraun et al. (2004) . Considering the number of divisors on x-axis, local slopes are computed with moving window length of 3 for each location. The constancy of the slopes is evaluated by 95% confidence interval. The results are plotted in Fig. 6 for original time series. It can be seen that the scaling exponent is quite within the limits and maintain the constancy.
Scaling exponents of R/S, DFA and power spectral density analysis are also computed for the differenced time series at all the locations. Plot of logx vs. logy and logn vs. log F(n) is given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . The power spectral density analysis results are given in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that H is ≤ 0.5 at all the locations suggesting either random or anti-persistent behaviour of AQI time series after differencing. Scaling exponent, α of DFA on the other hand is observed to be < 0.3 at all the locations indicating antipersistence in differenced AQI time series. Scaling exponent β of power spectral density analysis is observed to be > 1, which too suggests anti-persistence in differenced AQI time series. The results of DFA and power spectral density analysis are quite similar whereas R/S analysis shows random behaviour for few locations. The analysis also suggests that the persistence is certainly due to short-term temporal correlations in AQI time series. The random or anti-persistent behaviour after removing first order linear correlations show the significance of short memory. Short memory indicates that time series is correlated for only a short duration, which can be accounted for by the traditional techniques such as autocorrelation function. The effect of eliminating first order temporal correlations on Hurst exponent component is also studied in Hu et al. (2001) and Chelani (2009) . Hu et al. (2001) studied the effect of trend superposed over correlated noise on scaling behaviour of noise. Different types of trends were considered and it was observed that presence of trend hinders the accuracy of understanding the correlation properties of the noisy data using DFA and R/S analysis. It was suggested to carry out trend removal exercise before applying any statistical technique related to persistence study.
For the shuffled AQI time series, scaling exponent H is observed to be > 0.7 for all the locations except for ngp1 and ngp2 in Nagpur. Scaling exponent α is observed to be approximately 0.5 except for the del1 site in Delhi where it is 0.98. Power spectral density analysis also shows the similar results where β < 0.127 is observed at all the locations except for del1 site in Delhi which shows persistent behaviour of shuffled AQI time series. At del2 site in Delhi, α = 0.3 is observed suggesting anti-persistence in AQI time series. For differenced and shuffled time series, local slopes were computed over the whole scaling region (results not shown here). It is observed that the scaling exponent is well within the confidence limits. The results of power spectral density analysis and DFA are somewhat closer, although the values of the scaling exponent are not. Apparently the behaviour of the time series is observed to similar by DFA and power spectral density analysis. R/S analysis on the other hand shows different behaviour of the AQI time series. Kim et al. (2014) also observed the similar results while comparing various methods of scaling exponent estimation and found that DFA outperforms in estimating the appropriate scaling exponent for short and long term memory time series. Further when using differenced time series which removes any significant linear trends, it is observed that R/S method shows anti-persistent or even random behaviour of AQI time series for some locations, whereas DFA and power spectral density analysis show anti-persistent behaviour. This change in behaviour from long-term memory to short-term memory or randomness suggests that all methods account for first order temporal correlations and show larger scaling exponent (> 0.6) even if long-term correlations are not present in the time series. Even if the local slopes are computed, which is the criteria for constancy of the scaling exponent of DFA (Maraun et al., 2004) , it too shows the similar results as single scaling exponent for full scaling region. Another interpretation may be differencing distorts the time patterns in the original time series. A common logic suggests that differencing result in removing the first order temporal correlations and can thus lead to short-memory time series, which is well taken care of by the three methods.
For shuffled time series, R/S analysis did not show any change in the behaviour of the time series, whereas DFA and power spectral density analysis showed significant change. R/S analysis showed that the persistence in the original AQI time series as observed by the three methods were retained in shuffled time series, whereas other two methods showed that the long-range correlations were in fact not inherent in the time series. A careful investigation is therefore required before using any transformation of the time series while computing the scaling exponent by using any of the three methods. Rangarajan and Ding (2000) suggested that when H < 0.5 is observed, one should also perform a power spectral density analysis on the same data set. Verification of Eq. (8) can then be considered as the clue on the consistency of the results of R/S or DFA. In this study, the results of the DFA and power spectral density analysis appear to be closer. In summary, DFA and power spectral density analysis appear to be more suitable methods for analysing the persistence or long-range correlations in the time series as these two methods take care of appropriate transformations in the original time series and show quite similar results. R/S analysis on the other hand shows different behaviour. Fig. 9 . Power spectral density analysis of differenced AQI time series for five cities.
The above exercise suggests that while developing the predictive model of air pollutant concentrations, if the shortrange correlations are taken in to account, it will enhance the performance of the model as it accounts for the major portion of the original time series. It is also interesting to note that differencing results in the time series which is either random or anti-persistent in nature. In order to improve accuracy, the models can utilize this information on the nature of resultant time series. If, for example, after differencing, the persistent time series turns out to be random, only linear model accounting for linear temporal correlations will be sufficient. If after differencing, persistent time series turns out to be anti-persistent, model taking into account the linear temporal correlations and long-memory models accounting for negative correlations can be developed. In any case one can obtain the predictive model utilizing the linear temporal correlations either short or long range in nature with certain degree of accuracy.
CONCLUSION
Air quality index observed in five cities of India is analysed for the presence of long-range correlations using DFA, R/S and power spectral density analysis. The three methods indicated the presence of strong persistence in AQI time series. Statistical transformations such as differencing and shuffling are then carried out to examine the influence of linear temporal correlations on persistence or long-range correlation property of AQI time series. R/S analysis suggested that differenced AQI time series is either random or anti-persistent, whereas DFA and power spectral density analysis indicated anti-persistence in AQI time series. The analysis suggested that long-range correlation property is influenced by the presence of linear first order correlations in the AQI time series. For the shuffled AQI time series, R/S analysis showed the similar behaviour of the time series as the original one i.e., the presence of persistence whereas DFA and power spectral density analysis showed random behaviour except at few sites. DFA and power spectral density analysis take care of appropriate transformations in the original time series and show quite similar results. The persistence property is largely influenced by short-range correlations in the AQI time series. The incorporation of this information can enhance the performance of the models to forecast the air quality. The similarity of the results of DFA and power spectral density analysis suggests that both methods can be relied more than R/S analysis in studying the persistence property of the time series.
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